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dzkale dxyl ctql mdxa` `aie...

“Avraham came to eulogize Sarah Imeinu.”  Yet the posuk does not tell us where Avraham Avinu came from.  In an

attempt to answer this question, the medrash initially suggests that Avraham came from burying his own father, but is

dissatisfied with this answer since Terach had died two years prior to the akeidah.  Instead, concludes the medrash,

Avraham came from the Akeidas Yitzchak.  This is difficult on several fronts.  First of all, since it was clear that Terach had

died long before, why did the medrash suggest that this was indeed, where Avraham was coming from.  Second, Chazal tell

us that after the Akeidah, Avraham returned to Be’er Sheva to find that his life’s partner had returned her soul to her Maker.

Why then, does the medrash not simply state that he came from Be’er Sheva.  What does the akeidah have to do with this?

HaRav Zalman Sorotzkin zt”l  understands the posuk homiletically and suggests the following approach:  A

woman’s children are an indication of her greatness.  The fact that Yitzchak had merited to be the subject of the akeidah and

willingly went along with it shows a lot about the merits of Sarah Imeinu.  We must therefore ask ourselves, how was it, that

she was able to reach such greatness?  Typically, a person’s parenting mirrors his or her own experiences as a child.  Often,

changes or adjustments are made in an effort not to repeat the failings of their own parents, but overall, parents are largely

affected by the way they grew up.  Although Sarah was a daughter of Haran (Avraham’s brother), since she was orphaned

at a young age, she grew up in the house of her grandfather, Terach.  Surrounded by idol worshipers, her childhood

experiences didn’t exactly echo those of one who grew up amongst tzadikim.  This should have negatively impacted on her

ability to raise Yitzchak to such greatness.  Yet, Sarah Imeinu made a conscious effort to move past this, and begin her life

anew.  In a sense, she buried her experiences in the house of Terach and moved on, rising to new heights. So, Avraham

eulogized her for burying the past so that she could move on and raise a child who was willing to be sacrificed on the

mizbayach.

This is something we can all learn from. Virtually everyone has had experiences that they would have preferred not

to have had. Nowadays, people tend to play the blame game, taking little responsibility for themselves, explaining their

wrongdoings or lack of accomplishments as a result of their childhood and other circumstances of life.  While true, there are

extreme situations for which professional help must be sought, for most of us, we ought to follow Sarah’s example who was

able to put the past behind her and go on to become the mother of the Jewish people.



“ H a l a c h i c    D i s c u s s i o n “
“EATING BEFORE MINCHA”

When Rivka approached the home of her husband to be, Yitzchak was returning from the fields. Chazal tell us that it was at this
time that Yitzchak Avinu established the tefilah of Mincha. Chazal warn us to be careful with Mincha as it is consider to be a time
when sincere tefilos are more readily answered. Nevertheless, since its time is often in the middle of a busy day, Mincha lends
itself to being easily forgotten. In order to prevent this from happening, Chazal forbade certain activities prior to davening Mincha.

The mishna (Shabbos 9b.) tells us that ‘close’ to mincha one should not eat a meal, go to the bathhouse, get a haircut, or go into
his tannery. This means that once the time one can daven Mincha has come, one may not engage in any of these activities. The
Rishonim define ‘close to’ as within a half hour of the time for mincha. The mishna adds that if one already began one of these
forbidden activities he need not stop (provided he will have time to daven later). There are two times for davening Mincha, and they
are both based on what time the afternoon korban tamid was offered in the Beis HaMikdash. The first time is half an hour after
chatzos, and is known as mincha gedola. A korban tamid offered in the Beis Hamikdash after this time was valid, albeit b’dieved.
The second time is two and a half halachic hours1 before the end of the day2 and is known as mincha ketana. This was the time
that the korban tamid was usually offered in the Beis HaMikdash on most days of the year. The gemara attempts to define which
mincha the mishna is dealing with and the parameters of the forbidden activities.

The gemara says that we cannot say that our mishna is referring to mincha ketana since this would negate the opinion of R’
Yehoshua ben Levi who holds that one may not taste anything once the time of mincha ketana has arrived, and concludes that the
prohibitive time begins from mincha gedola. The gemara offers two approaches as to what is included in this halacha:

Only things such as a large meal (such as that of a wedding feast or in celebration of a bris or pidyon ha’ben) are included.
Regarding haircuts and bathing, the ban is also limited to specific types of haircuts and elaborate bathing that was sometimes
customary in the times of the gemara.   OR:

The ban includes all meals, haircuts, and bathing, etc.  Although these activities are usually short, since one could always
continue his meal for hours on end, Chazal required him to daven before eating. Other activities were likewise prohibited out of
fear for unforeseen circumstances such as the barber’s scissors breaking or one fainting from the excessive heat of the
bathhouse.

The Rif and Rambam rule like the second opinion of the gemara and prohibit all minor activities before mincha from chatzos3 and
onward. This is also the ruling of the Shulchan Aruch.  Tosfos and the Rosh rule like the first opinion and prohibit only a large meal
from the time of mincha gedola. The Baal HaMaor notes that the reason why the gemara did not suggest that these prohibitions
begin only from mincha ketana is because of its desire to make it fit with the opinion of R’ Yehoshua ben Levi. We however, who
do not hold like his opinion and permit snacking after mincha ketana, can interpret the mishna as referring to mincha ketana. He
writes therefore, that all activities are permitted until mincha ketana, even a large meal. From the time of mincha ketana however,
all meals, haircuts and bathing is prohibited. Snacking is nonetheless permissible. The Tur quotes Rabeinu Yehuda as taking this
ruling one step further and permitting a small meal after mincha ketana as well. See however the Bach and Magen Avraham who
understand this leniency as applying only to the half hour before mincha ketana. The Rema quotes all of these opinions and adds
that our custom is to be lenient and permit a large meal after
mincha gedola and a small meal after mincha ketana.

According to all opinions one may not begin a large meal after mincha ketana until he has davened mincha. This is especially
relevant at weddings held in the summer time. One may not sit down to eat after the chupah if he has not yet davened mincha
even though he has “plenty of time”.

[1]

[2]

1. A halachic hour is one twelfth of the daylight hours. For example, in summer months where the day may begin at 5:30 and end at 8:30, there are 15
hours of daylight time. each halachik hour is therefore 75 minutes long, two and a half hours would be 187 1/2 minutes, or 3 hours and 7 1/2
minutes.

2. According to some (Gra, Levush and others) the day is calculated from neitz (sunrise) until shkiya (sunset). Others, (Terumas haDeshen) the day is
calculated from alos hashachar until tzeis hakochavim.

3. Since the ban begins a half-hour before mincha gedola which is itself 1/2 hour after chatzos.


